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Contents The final chapters of the original story arc begun in Bleach: Memories of Nobody. The story of Soul Society deals
with a new war between the Shinigami and the Gotei 13 as the Soul King was Reborn on the day of his death, the First day of
the Seventh Month. As usual, things are hectic in Soul Society as multiple aspects of the Shinigami plans are changing rapidly as
a new leader steps up to the Soul King's office. In addition, Usui has his own thoughts on who should succeed the Soul King
after all. The Soul King has been Reborn and the Amatsu tense war has begun. Summary The Amatsu tense war is underway
after the Soul King was Reborn on the First day of the Seventh Month, September 17. The Gotei 13 have gathered in the capital
of Soul Society, the Zangetsu, to discuss their plans of dealing with the new situation. However, Usui Ayakashi, the leader of
Gotei 13 (the Gotei 13 is not mentioned by name in this arc, for now), is angry that the Soul King's Death caused a war with no
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clear victor, in a war that the Gotei 13's goal is to only deal with Soul Remnants. Usui then uses a special communication device
to contact the Soul King, the ultimate judge of the Shinigami, the Soul King's Death, and the leader of the new Soul Society.
After waiting several hours for the Soul King to come back to the Zangetsu (apparently, he was taking a break), Usui informs
the Soul King of the new situation. Usui reveals his suspicions that the new Soul King, Tooru, is actually the Soul King, the one
who died before his death, and he also says that he doesn't trust the newly-born Soul King because he seems too concerned
about his rights as a Shinigami and doesn't seem to realize that a Shinigami is supposed to sacrifice himself for the sake of the
soul of someone else. As a result, Usui wants to use this opportunity to form a group of Shinigami with the same goal of wiping
out all Soul Reapers from the Shinigami-Human Chimera Fruit chain, to start the extinction war in the Shinigami realm. The
Soul King is also suspicious of Usui, since it was mentioned in the original Soul Society that the 82157476af
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